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There were primarily two glaring needs which led to choose the ballot he wished to use. If he simply wish-
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his own hand as he wished provided the total was not 
greater than the number of possible elected candidates.
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This was particularly apparent 
Saint John City where a large number of ballots were 

recount found two Liberals and
i

disqualified, and a
Conservatives victorious instead of the previous-

The other need was for a The invitation to confusion and spoiledballoting in 
this method is obvious when one considers the large

federal election, are not 
"X" beside the candidate of

two
ly announced four Liberals.

realistic distribution of seats consistent with a 
population steadily concentrating itself in urban areas. num 0 ,pe°P, . '
Also, in 1963, the federal government began studies on Jew provincid ballot is the ultimate
a complete redistribution of boundaries in federd con- simplicity. There will be one ballot only
stituencies which would enhance the power of the un- riding instead of the former two.
der-represented urban electorate. The candidates are grouped by party, and the heading

, , . „ for pnrh arouD is the party affiliation. Thé names of
Chief Justice Michaud was employed to piepa e a ^ overnmeat candidates come first, followed by those

report containing recommendations for a o£ the party which forms the official opposition, and
Act. The Report was tabled,m 1966. g concluding with candidates of any other recognized
Michaud's recommendations to be incorporated into .g, , ts Each candidate's name is writ-

chanaes in the administration of elections party or indépendants, bach canaiaaie s
9 Cbief Electoral Of- ten in bold, black type, followed oy his address and

supervisory occupation. There should be no legitmate excuse for 
staff. Another change error or confusion since the voter simply marks an 

community is "X" by the candidate of his choice.
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the Act were
including the appointment of a 
ficer as an executive civil servant in a
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position with his own necessary 
of particular interest to the university
that New Brunswick students of votingI ageat- wlot ed the legislature with barely
tending wh,=h L, e, a word o. opposition, bu, the redistribution provoked

tending their education. This means that students at- vigorous W--
tendin, U.N.B., Saint Thomas, o, Teachers' College ‘^MbtZin their own favour. Sain. John Con- 

from outside the city will have the choice »i 'l wete concerned that the new City of Saint
Fredericton or their home riding. A new statute will receive seven M.L.A.'s while it has
also guarantee the right of every voting citizen to three John y
consecutive hours of free time for voting , urposes dur- a 
ing the prescribed voting hours.

trict or

1 population of roughly 90,000.
plica- 
: next Michaud's recommendation of one memberJustice

. „ . , , „ tVl„ _„w Act to every 10 000 people was accepted as the basis for
The two primary changes effected by the new Act ^ n. therdore the Saint John members felt

ballot and the addition of six new sea s ^ metropolitan area should

receive at least eight and possibly nine members.
are the new
the provincial Legislative Assembly. By the previous 
Elections Act, each party provided a stock of ballots 
containing only the names of their particular nomi- 

The Conservatives had a ballot, and the Liberals 
ballot, and the returning officer was required to 

provide an adequate quantity of blank ballots. The
in the privacy of his voting compartment, would ton
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Mr. Ames (York) accused the government of "gross 
discrimination" against the City of Fredericton. Only

riding of Frederic 
anu

nees.
had a two members will represent the

which includes Marysville, Barker's Point
new

voter,


